
A CYCLE 

OF

ENLIGHTENMENT



In the coming age, the radiance 

of the soul reflected through its 

etheric form will be clearly visible 

to virtually all inhabitants of the 

new world through etheric vision.  

There will be no question of 

where an individual stands on the 

Path by dint of the light of their 

soul or lack thereof. 



By this means the hierarchy of light will present 

itself to observers at every stage of the path of 

evolution.  No longer will masks or veils 

occlude the truth of a person’s character; the 

truth will stand revealed in degrees of light and 

shade.



By this means, leaders in all fields 

of service will be selected —not by 

vote or popular choice but by 

simple acknowledgment of the 

light of the soul as evidenced 

through the manifestation of love 

and wisdom.  The Aquarian 

civilization will be dedicated to 

embodying light, a goal that no 

previous world civilization could 

even have contemplated.



The watchword of the culture, if we can call it that, 

will be ‘to enlighten.’  The goal of those who 

consciously serve will be to share whatever measure 

of light they have accumulated with those not yet at 

their stage, while reaching up and being served by 

those who have traveled further toward the Light.



To glimpse the constitution of life in the new world of the 

new age it is essential to clear your minds of any notion of life 

based upon present and past activities as there will be little 

resemblance between what was and what will be. That is 

because human consciousness will be released from the 

illusion of materiality to play its rightful part in planetary 

evolution.  



If you can grasp the possibility of a starkly different outer reality,

you will be able to sense what we wish to convey about the

meaning of life in the new era.

A  N E W  E R A



Most of what has given meaning to people’s lives 

in the age now ending has been the accumulation 

of wealth, material goods and success in the form 

of accolades.  The higher aspect of human 

consciousness has been obscured by the quest for 

material advancement in most societies, rich or 

poor, until wars and natural disasters have come 

along to pry open the human heart for a time.  



In the new era, that which has served to 

obscure will not exist in its present forms. 

In its place will appear the vast hierarchy of 

light and shadow to which we have 

referred.
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